New Programme - CK215
International Business with Languages

Cork University Business School is proud to offer a new degree for 2022 entry. The new BSc International Business with Languages is designed to maintain and reinforce the strengths offered by the previous Commerce International programmes, while reinvigorating the offering with a focus on international business and interdisciplinarity.

Entry Requirements
Minimum grade H3 in a language other than English and minimum grade H5 in one other subject. Minimum grade O6/H7 in four other subjects.
Subjects must include Irish, English, Mathematics, another language, and two other subjects recognised for entry purposes.

In addition
To study French requires a H3 in French
To study Irish requires a H2 in Irish
To study a language at non-beginners’ level, a minimum grade H4 in that Language in the Leaving Certificate is required.

All languages (except French and Irish) have a beginner’s stream if you do not meet the specific grade for the language you wish to study.

A fundamental aspect of the BSc International Business with Languages degree programme is the study year abroad in Year 3.

Find out more: https://www.ucc.ie/en/ck215/

Mature & QQI Nursing Quotas
We are balancing the mature and QQI quotas in our Nursing & Midwifery programmes by increasing the number of QQI places in the programme in line with demand.

Changes to Courses
CK107, BA Geographical and Archaeological Sciences has had its final intake of first years in 21/22 and will not be offered from 2022 onwards.

CK205 – CK211, BSc Commerce International with Languages as listed in the 2022 CAO Handbook are no longer being run by the University and will not be available for 2022 entry. These programmes have effectively collapsed into the new BSc International Business.

Nurturing Bright Futures
Nurturing Bright Futures is a six module course that has been designed to equip second level students with the information they need as they prepare to transition into third level education. The programme will create spaces for students to undertake optimise university readiness by undertaking self-reflective exercises and will stimulate conversations with friends, family, teachers and Guidance Counsellors.
Find out more about the programme here: Nurturing Bright Futures
School Visits and Presentations

Our schools presentation for prospective students is available and ready to view on our website, in the Guidance Counsellor section.

Live Events

Find out more about our live events here: www.ucc.ie/openday

Tours of Campus

To book a tour of campus, you can find out more here: Tours and Events

UCC Prospectus

The Undergraduate Prospectus for 2022 entry is available to view at Prospectus